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1 Appetizer

[Lois Long] said to Ralph Ferrara, “Mr. Cage says there’s nothing like a little mushroom poi-
soning to make people be on time”. He said, “Oh, yes. I’m always first in the parking lot.”1

John Cage—poisoning enthusiast, painter, philosopher, and composer of music—famously explored
the parallels between attending “concerts requiring the use of one’s faculties” and the study of mush-
rooms.2 His personal recollections, most notably those recorded in his spoken-word event Indeter-
minacy,3 contain several instances in whichmisidentification of local floræ resulted in hospital stays
or brushes with death.4 Wemight regard suchmishaps as an unfortunate consequence of Cage’s pre-
carious financial circumstances,5 which obliged him for many years to supplement what sustenance
he could afford with foraged plants,6 but recent developments in the æsthetics of the arts suggest
that fruitful expansions of artistic and cognitive faculties may be most productively undertaken by
emulating Cage’s culinary and toxicological adventures as a pursuit worthy of our attention in its
own right. We begin, as all æsthetic discourse must, with an investigation of mortally poisonous

1 John Cage, “Indeterminacy,” in Silence: Lectures and Writings (1958; Middletown, CT: Wesleyan Univ Press, 1973),
260–273, 268. Consider likewise the writings of Hunter S. Thompson, discussed below.

2 See John Cage, “Music Lovers’ Field Companion,” in Silence: Lectures and Writings, 274–276.
3 See idem, “Indeterminacy”
4 ibid., 262.
5 See Alex Ross, “Searching for Silence: John Cage’s art of noise,”TheNew Yorker , 2010-09-27, which includes an example

of the nearly daily lists of minor expenses—“.63 stamps, 1.29 turp, .25 comb,” &c.—Cage kept for years in the margins
of his appointment books. From the mid-fifties until the late sixties, Ross reminds us, Cage “lived in a two-room cabin
measuring ten by twenty feet, paying $24.15 a month in rent.”

6 David Revill,The Roaring Silence - John Cage: A Life (New York, NY: Skyhorse Publishing, Inc. (dba Arcade Publishing),
1992), 43 (and we must note that Revill helpfully provides an entry, with sub-entries, for mushrooms in the index),
describes an early experience in which, “Short of money as usual, Cage foraged for wild strawberries but could only
find mushrooms. He satisfied himself that they were edible by checking them in the public library, then made them
his staple diet.” These experiences were not those of a mere amateur: as Ross, “Searching for Silence” notes, Cage co-
founded the New York Mycological Society, supplied many of New York City’s most exclusive restaurants—including
the Four Seasons—with choice specimens, and once won a considerable sum on an Italian game show by correctly
reciting, in alphabetical order, 24 kinds of mushroom listed in a particular category by a specialist text.
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2 SOVP

sweetbreads nouvelles.7

2 Soup

Hunter S. Thompson, who lamentably died before bearing witness to these, our fallen times (which
he might, one is given to speculate, have recognized as a kindred era to that of his best-known
writing),8 prefaced his seminal exercise in gonzo journalism with a (perhaps apocryphal) quote of
Samuel L. Johnson, 18th-century man of letters best known as the compiler of the first dictionary of
English and widely regarded as the foremost intellectual of that time and place, who responded upon
hearing his assistant’s incomprehension of the drunkenness of the previous evening’s company, that
“He who makes a beast of himself gets rid of the pain of being a man.”9 Johnson, and Thompson
by implication, presents the excesses of his characters as the natural and inevitable refuge from the
ugliness of civilized society: the crass, shoddy vulgarity of the Nixon years becomes, inThompson’s
writing, the emblematic tragedy of the American Id; and his particular mode of confronting it—with
first-person narrative, semi-fantastical, fueling wanton abandonment with a range of mind-altering
chemicals, and always (after the title of his best-known works) with fear and loathing—has become
a proud tradition among American journalists of literary ambitions.10 One might be inclined to
regard Cage’s cheery, almost enthusiastic descriptions of the body horror he encounters—on nu-
merous occasions, in himself or others, a misidentified hellebore11 or mushroom12 induces a range
of novel or alarming reactions—as part of this tradition, but to do so would be to mischaracterize
Cage’s temperament. He was, like his father, possessed of an adventurous and inquiring spirit: im-

7 We are reminded at this point of the example, in a staggering linguistic tour-de-force inexplicably submitted to a
newspaper acrostic-writing contest, that began with the phrase “Diplomacy is the art of saying ‘nice doggie’ ’til you
can find a rock,” and created a double-dactyl on the theme of Shakespeare’s meditation on wanton violence, Titus
Andronicus.* See “The Style Invitational: Week CX,” The Washington Post, 2002-04-28, accessed 2019-05-19, https:
//www.washingtonpost.com/archive/lifestyle/2002/04/28/the-style-invitational/0d11a7ff-
9f0d-4e54-b33c-1371469d873f/.

8 He died by self-inflicted gunshot wound. His ashes, per his wishes, were shot out of a cannon accompanied by
a fireworks display. See Associated Press, “Hunter S. Thompson Blown Sky High,” editor & publisher , 2005-08-05,
accessed 2019-05-18, https://www.editorandpublisher.com/news/hunter-thompson-blown-sky-high/.

9 See [johnson]
10 See, for example, Laurie Penny, “Four Days Trapped at Sea with Crypto’s Nouveau Riche,” Breaker Mag, 2018-05-12,

accessed 2019-05-19, https://breakermag.com/trapped- at- sea- with- cryptos- nouveau- riche/, and
David Foster Wallace, “Shipping Out: On the (nearly lethal) comforts of a luxury cruise,” Harper’s Magazine, 1996-01,
accessed 2019-05-19, https://harpers.org/wp-content/uploads/2008/09/HarpersMagazine-1996-01-
0007859.pdf.

11 Cage, “Indeterminacy.” Hemistook it for skunk cabbage, and had sent his parents home from a visit with a bundle of it
before vigorously enjoying a large amount of it with dinner guests and spending the next day energetically expelling
fluids from every orifice and requiring adrenaline injections and a stomach-pumping to survive.

12 ibid., 268, the story quoted at the beginning of this article concerned a student in one of his mushroom-identification
classes who, arriving late, went on his own to gather mushrooms he later cooked for dinner guests who were “imme-
diately ill but not seriously.”

*.
Dinnerus innerus
Titus Andronicus
Overindulgences
Sweetbreads nouvelles.

Dermatocranial
Turnovers Yesterday
Cannibal fricasees
Always Repel.
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3 ENTRÉE

patient of tradition and ambitious of that particular fame reserved for the explorer.13 For him, the
blithe manner that accompanies his numerous brushes with death are not the refuge from societal
savagery, a variant of Thompson’s nihilist escapism (which, we must note, has its own charms),
but instead embodies a spirit of the happy revolutionary or the indulgent naturalist: regarding his
various poisonings with a certain bemused inquisitiveness.

3 Entrée

Furthermore, we might reconsider Cage’s frequent encounters with poisoning in light of recent de-
velopments in philosophy. Christoph Menke, reëxamines æsthetics as the interplay between two
aspects of human creative work: faculties, Menke argues, are capabilities acquired, which are prac-
ticed and improved through goal-directed exercise; to acquire new faculties, however, is to extend
oneself beyond the person one previously was. To attain something outside the self necessarily
involves involvement with the unknowable, and the propensity both to extend the self and inter-
act with the unknowable that doing so requires—this particular form of creative vitality that is the
artist’s domain—he names force.14

This encounter with the unknowable (as Cage would almost certainly have termed it, “indetermi-
nate”), and subsequent incorporation of unknowable processes into the self, Menke identifies as the
locus of æsthetic play. The artist, he argues, lets the creative force unfold, to be at play in this cre-
ative movement, and thereby to allow the unexpected—and here is meant all that which can neither
be foreseen nor pursued—to be in movement within the self. To do this necessarily involves failure,
and hence the artist is also often tragic,15 but it is in precisely this unleashing—Menke’s term is “ent-
fesselt”, which derives from the same root as the fetters used to hobble horses—that allows the artist
to realize two irreconcilable aspects of the good. On the one hand, the “good” is judged through
the application of the faculties, and is thus bounded by them; on the other, beyond the practical
measure of the good, is the good inherent in this way of living as an artist, a state of vitality that
is purposeless in motion. These two forms of the good are incompatible with one another, and are
necessary complements. As Menke states,

Die Künstler jedochunterscheiden nicht nur, sie verbinden auch das Unterschiedene. Sie halten es
als unterschiedenes zusammen. Das trennt die Künstler ebenso von den praktischen Subjekten –
die Künstler können dasNichtkönnen –wie von den dionysischen Barbaren: Die Künstler können
das Nichtkönnen.16

This dual nature of the artist is the vital play of æsthetics, and Cage’s culinary adventurousness
demonstrates the ways in which these two aspects exist in the life of the artist. He uses his faculties,
in his capacity as a skilled mycologist and natural-flora specialist; however, his vitality—the force of
his living as an artist—embraces the limits of these faculties, and extends his creative play beyond

13 See Ross, “Searching for Silence.”
14 See Christof Menke, Kraft: Ein Grundbegriff ästhetischer Antropologie (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp Verlag, 2008), isbn: 978-

3-518-58509-2.
15 See ibid., 122: “Der tragische künstler kann damit etwas, das imHandeln unmöglich ist: Er kann das tragische Scheitern

bejahen. […] Das tragische Scheitern ist aber das Scheitern des bezweckten, des praktischen Guten.”
16 See ibid., 127.
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4 PALATE CLEANSER

them into the unknown and unknowable through his encounters with experimentation and his being
unable, at times, to direct his actions (as one cannot direct one’s actions if the goal is unknowable).17

Bymoving within situations the outcomes of which are unknowable, Cage provides his vital creative
force the freedom it requires to be at play.

4 Palate Cleanser

Thepath of the artist requires, as onemight expectwhen the occasional poisoning is a real possibility,
a certain courage. In this respect the path is not altogether unlike that outlined in the study of the
labyrinth as a metaphor for human endeavor, and particularly for liminal excursion the domain of
which the artist understands to be unknowable. To tread the labyrinth is to invoke two separate
but related aspects of the liminal experience: first, the one who enters it experiences its design from
within, in a position of insecurity, where one’s own choices may result in failure; this is in contrast
to the view of the labyrinth’s designer, who is able to see the entire plan.18 Second, to walk a path
on not-knowing, the labyrinth-walker must choose, at each step, to continue or not. In this way the
labyrinth-walker is directly involved in creating the experience of the labyrinth, and this experience
is thus personal, non-repeatable, and inscrutable to outside evaluation.19

To traverse the labyrinth is thus to undertake an exercise in liminalism for its own sake, to pursue the
unknowable, while furthermore being unable to foresee success or failure of the endeavor, because
all of these lie outside of the faculties and are, a priori, beyond the realm of those who find themselves
first at the threshold. This turn, as Cage himself noted in describing a similar descent into the
unknown, is not without an attendant fear:

Many people, of course, have given up saying “experimental” about this new music. Instead,
they either move to a halfway point and say “controversial” or depart to a greater distance and
question whether this “music” is music at all. For in this new music nothing takes place but
sounds: those that are notated and those that are not. Those that are not notated appear in the
written music as silences, opening the doors of the music to the sounds that happen to be in the
environment. … There is no such thing as an empty space or an empty line. In fact, try as we
may to make a silence, we cannot.20

17 Compare, for example, another of the anecdotes in Cage, “Indeterminacy,” 272: in which Cage encounters a teacher
in a mushroom-identification class who had incorrectly identified a seriously poisonous Entoloma grayanum as an
edible and potentially delicious Pluteus cervinus. When the mushroom had been positively identified as the former,
Cage asked his teacher how he was unable to make a correct identification, potentially risking the lives of his students.
The teacher replied, “Well, I specialize in the jelly fungi; I just give the fleshy fungi a whirl.”

18 See Penelope Reed Doob, The Idea of the Labyrinth from Classical Antiquity through the Middle Ages (Ithaca and
London: Cornell University Press, 1990), as well as M. De Certeau, “Walking in the city,” inThe practice of everyday life
(University of California Press, 1984), 91–110, who describes this difference of perspectives in terms of the cartography
of a city: one standing atop a tall building may see the grid of streets and be able to chart paths from the top down, but
one walking those same streets at street level experiences them from within, and charts a path based on landmarks
and direct experience. This dichotomy, De Certeau argues, is fundamental to understanding the difference between
modernist and postmodernist thinking.

19 See Espen J. Aarseth, Cybertext: Perspectives on Ergodic Literature (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press,
1997), Espen J. Aarseth, “Hyper/Text/Theory,” chap. Nonlinearity and Literary Theory, ed. George P. Landow (Balti-
more: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1994), 299–329, and George P. Landow, “Hyper / Text / Theory,” chap. What’s
a Critic to Do?, ed. George P. Landow (Baltimore, MD: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1994), 1–48.

20 See John Cage, “Experimental Music,” in Silence: Lectures and writings (1957, 1974), 7–12, 7f.
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5 SECOND COVRSE

He continues, after briefly describing the experience of an anechoic chamber in which, despite the
expected total silence, he was able to hear the sounds of his circulatory and nervous systems in
operation:

Until I die there will be sounds. And they will continue following my death. One need not fear
about the future of music. … But this fearlessness only follows if, at the parting of the ways,
where it is realized that sounds occur whether intended or not, one turns in the direction of those
he does not intend. This turning is psychological and seems at first to be giving up of everything
that belongs to humanity—for a musician, the giving up of music. This psychological turning
heads to the world of nature where, gradually or suddenly, one sees that humanity and nature,
not separate, are in this world together, that nothing was lost when everything was given away.
In fact, everything was gained.21

Wefind in this passage an interweaving of several themes that repeat throughout Cage’s corpus, here
bound together as a single, coherent statement of what might plausibly be described as his moral
imperative as a creative artist: the sense of spiritual unity with the natural world, the faith in music
as a central æsthetic component of human experience, and the desire for fearlessness in pursuit of
music untethered to the individual ego—to pursue sounds themselves. This fearlessness, we have
noted above, is a necessary attribute of the labyrinth-walker,18 and the promise that the labyrinth
offers at its center—the transcendence that rewards the perseverance and insight necessary to reach
it—parallels the transcendence Cage describes in his earlier writings: the unity of the arts and the
quotidian,22 beyond the faculties of discernment attendant to æsthetic practice, in pursuit of a good
that, as Menke later describes,23 lies outside the practical, social, applied good of action.

To pursue transcendence, to embody the spirit of the labyrinth-walker, is to confront risk, accident,
and unknowing:24 to engage in experimentation, knowing that one does not know the outcome, and
accepting that the outcomemay involve, for example, a violent expulsion of bodily fluids followed by
vigorous stomach-pumping and adrenaline shots to forestall heart failure. The path of the labyrinth
may often entail dread and danger,25 and it is precisely this extremity that defines, as contemporaries
writing of the “new epoch” argued, that marked the arts of the post-war avant-garde as categorically
new.26

5 Second Course

What we have thus far is a specific case of an artist applying the spirit of experimentation to the
culinary arts. What we were seeking, however, is to deduce more general information about how

21 Cage, “Experimental Music,” 8.
22 See Revill, The Roaring Silence - John Cage: A Life, 64, in which he quotes an uncited press release from 1942, in

which Cage claims, that “Through organization, [city sounds] lose their nerve-racking [sic] character, and become the
materials for a highly dramatic and expressive art form.”

23 Menke, Kraft, 128.
24 ibid., 128: “Und es gibt, auf der anderen Seite, das Gute der praktischen Ausübung von Vermögen nur im Versuchen

und Experimentieren; nur wer sich dem Zufall, dem lebendigen Spiel der Kräfte aussetzt, dem kann in seinem Handeln
etwas wahrhaft glücken. Nur für jemanden also, für den es beide Formen des Guten gibt, kann es eine von beiden
geben.”

25 See a literary retelling of the myth of the Minotaur, and its attendant dread, in Mark Z. Danielewski, House of Leaves:
A Novel (New York: Pantheon, 2000).

26 See the oft-cited (but unpublished in its entirety) lecture, excerpted in Hans Heinz Stuckenschmidt, “Eine neue
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5 SECOND COVRSE

one might approach any aspect of the corpus of the avant-garde conforming to the type outlined
above, and arrive at its explication in a manner that is appropriate to both its internal and contextual
æsthetics. It is here that we must avoid the temptation of the intellectually flimsy—though not to say
ungratifying—indulgence of pointing out the manifold ways in which our forebears, in their efforts
to describe the postwar avant-garde, are doing it wrong,27 and on to the more useful and substantial
task of prescriptive theory: videlicet, to propose an analytical approach that might serve to explicate
a diverse range of æsthetic exchange which have, thus far, remained without the theoretical corpus.

As Menke describes the æsthetic exchange, the artist achieves to the extent that she or he is able to
understand and affirm the interplay between the faculties and forces that compose artistic play.28 It is
precisely this interplay, the metamorphosis of subject and external participant alike into individuals
they were not previously, through the æsthetic and noematic exchange, that Aarseth describes as the
domain of cybernetic art:29 art in which this exchange is not the object of æsthetic contemplation, but
rather the instrument to the exchange between and subsequentmetamorphosis of all the participants.
To experience such art, to seek attainment of the transcendence promised, requires the acceptance
of risk, danger, and failure. It requires a certain stubbornness on the part of the labyrinth-walker: a
faith not only in the genius of the labyrinth’s design, but in her or his own ability to overcome and
dangers along the way.30

In Aarseth’s theory of ergodic literature, the æsthetic act is found in this exchange: as the instru-
ments of the exchange—in his case, in literature, thence in texts—do not themselves bear meaning,
but instead are the instruments by which participants may find their way to have æsthetically mean-
ingful experiences. We may consider this theory in its general terms as concordant with the aims
of Cagean æsthetics: sounds do not, in themselves, bear meaning;31 but through the experience of

Kulturepoche,” Melos: Jahrbuch für zeitgenössische Musik (Mainz) 26 (1959): 281–287, issn: 01747207, and a general
survey of what the author describes as Manierismus in Gustav Renee Hocke, die welt als labyrinth: manierismus und
manie in der europäischen kunst, Kunstgeschichte (Hamburg: Rowohlts deutsche Enzyklopädie, 1957).

27 A diligent reader familiar with post-structuralist theory would immediately observe, that our habit of employing
vernacular turns of phrase popular in Internet culture in the context of academic polemic is deliberately intended to
signal—though perhaps only to the subset of readers that both keeps abreast of journals of new-music criticism, and
is familiar with fads of online humor (a narrow and esoteric subset, to be sure)—the generational difference between
the author and the targets of his criticism, and hence that we are with it, that we get it, and that we are thus more hip
than those old fogies who, this linguistic code is intended to signify, most assuredly possess none of these attributes.
A somewhat more rigorous meta-analysis would further reveal, that the habit of critical self-analysis within academic
writing is intended to signify familiarity with post-structuralism, and thus with recent fads of the Academy, and to
serve as a defense against criticism from outside readers. This raises an important question of cultural studies: is
it possible to mock postmodernists and other hipsters by being ironic ironically? Do such recursive lines of inquiry
eventually enter a runaway condition and require that the whole analytical apparatus be abandoned? Has this already
happened?27

28 See Menke, Kraft, 128: “Es heißt auch zu lernen, daß das Gute des Handelns und das Gute des Spiels als voneinander
entzweite zugleich einander bedürfen.” See also above.24

29 See Aarseth, Cybertext, 3.
30 Consider another of Cage’s oft-told anecdotes in Cage, “Indeterminacy,” 261, in which he informs Schoenberg, who

had told him that his inability to understand harmony would forever be an impassable wall in his career, that, “in that
case I will dedicate my life to beating my head against that wall.”

31 See idem, “Experimental Music,” 10: “Does not a mountain unintentionally evoke in us a sense of wonder? otters
along a stream a sense of mirth? night in the woods a sense of fear? Do not rain falling and mists rising up suggest
the love binding heaven and earth? Is not decaying flesh loathsome? Does not the death of someone we love bring
sorrow? … These responses to nature are mine and will not necessarily correspond with another’s. Emotion takes
place in the person who has it.”
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musical processes the outcomes of which are indeterminate, when presented with an act that en-
genders risk and promises thereby transcendence, we may attain the way of living attendant to the
unleashing of our æsthetic vitality. The indeterminate score, the cybernetic text, and the question-
ably identified mushroom all represent, in the arts of the postwar avant-garde, the ergodic path that
brings us, by its very nature, into contact with the sublime and transcendent: the path that further-
more, by its nature, requires of us to place ourselves in a position of vulnerability and risk. The
liminal and transcendent, the ergodic exchange through mannerist art that enables the metamor-
phosis via the æsthetic way of living that is only accessible through accepting its various dangers,
is the path that challenges us, by its existence, to transcend ourselves.

6 Dessert

æsthetic cooking necessarily requires embracing the unknowable, occasionally failing, and occa-
sionally poisoning oneself.

here’s where we talk concretely about the SI dinner

7 Aperitif

Belatedly for my mother on this, her 41st Mother’s Day, in recognition of her advice that “all drugs
should be legal once you’re older” because “when we were your age we were in the Market Square
in Marrakesch and ate a pile of hash cookies being sold from a cart by an old man, and we almost
died. Now look at us: we turned out just fine.”
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